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Introduction
Where shall we begin, dearest? Shall we begin by telling our readers a little about
ourselves? Indeed, we believe this is a fine place to start, indeed.
To begin, dear ones: For those who have not read our first book, In The Beginning, we shall
speak briefly of ourselves. Indeed we shall, dear hearts.
We are consciousness, dear hearts. That’s right. We are a consciousness. We and you, and
all you see, dear ones, are a consciousness, to be sure.
We do not have a body, dear hearts. No, we are purely a consciousness having an
experience, or thought transference, in the flesh. That is right, dear hearts.
You, and all you see are consciousnesses, or a thought transference, having an experience
(within this experience) in flesh. This is true, dear heart.
We, those of us you cannot see, are sending our thoughts in unison, which conclude
within an array of ethers, so-called, giving the illusion of matter.
Indeed, dearest, you are the end result of a thought transference from your consciousness.
Surprised, dear heart? Indeed some are surprised, and some are not.
To those of you who are not surprised, we say:
Congratulations, dear ones, this is a monumental achievement indeed.
To those of you who are still surprised by this announcement, we say:
Read on, dear heart, and find your truth.
We hasten to advise, dear ones.
Should you not care to read on, we insist upon you following your calling, dear heart; for
to read without a modicum of belief will harm, dear heart; and we do not wish to harm;
indeed not.
However, for those with a modicum of belief we say:
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Congratulations, dear heart. Join with us in furthering your enjoyment of knowing your
roots, so to speak.
Delight and surprise await, dear hearts, as you venture forward into the realms of reality.
Many blessings, dear hearts, many blessings.
The Collective Consciousness
(The C.C.)
August, 2014
_______________
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We Who Have Nothing
Indeed, dear friends, we have nothing. That's right. We own no thing. We own no one.
We own many a thought, many an idea, many an experience. However, dear hearts; we
own no thing.
Does this surprise? Why, dear heart? Why does this surprise?
We know why this surprises, dear hearts. Indeed we do.
It surprises some, dear ones, for to own no thing means (in human terms) to be destitute.
Does it not? Indeed, dear friends, it does.
For those of you who own no thing we say:
Know that to own no thing can bring salvation, dear hearts. Indeed, when we own no
thing we have no ties, no bonds surrounding us.
Yes, it is good to own some things; things such as food and lodgings, to be sure. When one
is devoid of food and lodgings there is, by want of hunger and pain, much destitution, to
be sure.
However, dear hearts, do not want continually. No, do not seek to feather your nest
always.
No, dear friends, this is equal to illness, dear heart. Yes, that is right, dear friend. This
want, is equal to illness, indeed.
However, should you want for nothing, there comes something, indeed.
Surprised, dear heart?
A simple matter for all, dear ones. Want and need. Need and want. Two sides of the same
coin, dear hearts. Want and need. Need and want.
To be sure there are many whose needs neither are met. There are those whose wants
neither are met.
It is not to those we speak, dear hearts. It is to the multitudes who greedily want more.
That's right. This is a form of illness, dear ones. It creates illness within. Does it not?
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Do you not see your greedy brother/sister scraping more and more? And what is the
eventual result, dear hearts?
For some the eventual result is more and more greed until illness prevails; mentally,
physically, spiritually. This is the eventual decline for those who seek more.
Then, dear hearts, there are those who attain their wanton desires. To them comes pain,
dear hearts.
It is hard to keep desires of the mind. It is a hard task indeed to refrain from wanting
more. You understand, dear hearts. A sickness of the mind results. A sickness of the heart
results.
A choice, dear hearts. Always a choice.
Are you advocating that we ought not to own our own home?
Indeed, dearest, to own your own home at the expense of food, for instance, is a form of
illness. To own your own home when you have food on your plate is entirely another
animal, so to speak.
No, dear heart; we speak of the multitude who have enough, yet want more. We speak of
those whose minds constantly want those things it sees. Do you understand, dear heart?
Yes, I believe I understand. To have enough is comfortable; to have more than enough is
unnecessary. Yes, I am understanding there is no need to have more than enough. What use is it?
It is a desire only of the mind; perhaps to feel better about one ’s self; or to feel superior to one's
neighbours, so to speak.
Yes indeed, we know you understand, dear heart. A simple message for a complicated
condition. Greed: a mental sickness indeed.
_____
We speak upon this matter, and others coming, dear hearts, to highlight those conditions
prevailing upon the Earth experience, or thought transference, as of this day. Indeed, dear
friends, we are longing for the changes to come, as indeed for some is happening.
There are many now whose intent is to live peacefully, and with calm and precision about
their daily lives. Indeed this is the case for some.
As spoken in our first book; there is a new premise for the Earth experience. This new
premise is built upon love, and progress toward perfection. Indeed this is to become the
norm for the Earth experience.
This shall take quite a few centuries to evolve into the mainstream, dear hearts; though
evolve it will.
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In the meantime, there is a need for many to begin this process by assuming the roles of
the forefront characters, as in a book, so to speak, who will become the groundswell of the
new.
Indeed there are many attitudinal changes to be acquired, by the many, in order for the
new to evolve into reality.
Would you care to be one of this great army of beginners, dear heart; of beginners of the
new premise for the Earth experience?
Would you care to partake of the generous energies of love and perfection?
Would you care to know that you, dear heart, were one of those who instigated this
change for our enjoyment?
Indeed, dearest, if this is your wish, read on, for we shall explain, in great detail, the
travail of man, and the attitudes of mental anguish and want.
_______________
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Another Beginning
Far from it from us, dear heart. Indeed, far from it from us to be the harbingers of work,
indeed. And yet, dear friends, this is what we are asking of you. We ask that you
investigate all the nooks and crannies within, dear heart.
Indeed, it is within those nooks and crannies you shall find the attitudes of harm. Indeed
so, dear friend.
This is the human experience as known to date, for the many, dear heart. The Earth
experience, or thought transference, has, by agreement, been one of enormous hardship
and want for the many; hardship consisting of illness of mind, body, and soul.
This surprises our dear heart, the use of the term soul. She wonders why we add this term
into our story.
Indeed, dear heart, it has become, for many souls, a hardship no longer needed nor
wanted.
As we explained within the first of our books; there came an agreement by many
souls/consciousnesses, that we should include within the fantasies we experience, a
fantasy to remind us of our beginnings. This is so, dear hearts.
Our beginning was fraught with danger, lack of love, separation and desperation, indeed.
We, many that is, shuddered at the thought; yet came to agree:
A fantasy of equal abhorrence would remind us of our beginning.
The Earth experience became a reality. We ventured forward shivering and quaking in
our boots, so to speak. For, dear hearts, we knew of the hazards of mind awaiting us
within the adventure; an adventure of such hardship to equal a living hell, so to speak.
This is indeed what many experience today within the Earth experience:
A living hell of torturous illness and want.
The lack of love is always our first priority upon the Earth experience. There is no one who
does not experience a lack of love at some time throughout their experience in matter.
No, dear hearts, no one is without this experience. For, dear hearts, this was the
commodity most desired when we began.
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Indeed, dear hearts, we, those of us who were in the beginning, lacked most of all, dear
hearts; love for ourselves and for others.
This was to become the premise for the Earth experience, indeed. This premise has
continued, and is now to see its end.
We have instigated the new for those who so choose to assist. Indeed, those who so
choose to assist will feel the love for themselves, and others, welling up from within:

An indication of our acknowledgment that it is your choice to become one of those
heralding the new premise into reality, dear heart. So be your desire, dear friend.
Another beginning, to be sure.
I, Carolyn, can attest to this love. I have been loved by my daughter (a love so great it surpasses all
joy), yet hers had been the only love I'd known in my life until I met my partner Keith, some twelve
years past.
However, I had the love of spirit (as I understood it then) when I became clairaudient during the
1980's, and previous to that when I had an interlude, of sorts, with a spirit being during a time of
illness.
As far as human love goes, I could not say I knew love, nor did I love another (apart from my
daughter). I found humans quite cold and unforgiving. I preferred to be alone, most of the time, and
withdrew as much as possible from social interaction.
It was during the late 80's and 90's, when teaching meditation and holding spiritual circles, I
began to receive enormous love from spirit.
What a joy this was. It felt like an uplifting within my chest area.
I believe this is love. I would hope that many of you who have read some of the reflections upon our
website have experienced this love. And this is the love of which, I believe, The C.C. speak.
Indeed, dear hearts, you will feel love welling up within your chest cavity; indeed you
will, dear ones. Be assured this is evidence of your willingness to investigate those nooks
and crannies within; nooks and crannies which shall soon become devoid of pain and
heartache.
Indeed; it takes hard work, dear hearts. There is a need for commitment to be your guide.
You will stumble and fall, dear brave heart; know that you will.
However, dear hearts, know also that little by little you will be making room for progress;
progress toward the inevitable role of which you seek.
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Perfection, dear heart, can be yours. The Little One, Carolyn, knows only too well of what
we speak, dear hearts. Closer and closer she comes. Closer and closer to the role she
chose.
Perfection is her goal, dear hearts. Perfection will be hers on Earth, to be sure, dear hearts.
_______________
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Show Me the Way to Go
Home
Home for us is grand. Home for us is love. Home for us is heaven on Earth, so to speak.
_____
We have spoken, in the first of our books
souls/consciousnesses who choose not to survive.

within

this

series,

of

those

To recap, dear hearts:
There are those who choose not to survive. Just as there are those within the Earth
thought transference who choose not to survive, there are also many
souls/consciousnesses who, for various reasons, prefer to die, dear hearts. They choose,
or delude themselves with the thought they can go it alone. Indeed they do, dear heart. The
result is always death.
This is inevitable, dear hearts:
Neither man nor beast nor souls exist in separation. No, dear ones, there is a constant
debilitation of mind and body until the inevitable overcomes.
However, dear friends, enough of the doom and gloom of reality as it pertains to many.
No, dear hearts, we shall not dwell on this morbid subject for long; only long enough to
remind ourselves of the inevitable consequences of failure to uphold the laws of nature.
Indeed, dear hearts, we, souls or consciousnesses, must adhere to certain values else we
succumb to illness and death. As above so below, so to speak.
We shall speak upon the virtues of upholding to the laws of providence. And what is
providence? In this instance, dear ones, it is a known value, that by adhering to its values
we guarantee our continued existence.
Shall we list some of the values of providence, dear heart?
"Yes." We heard a yes. Good, dear heart. Some of the values of providence follow.
1.

Value life, Dear Heart; Value Life.

There are many who do not value life, dear friends.
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This is the fault of the mind; yes, dear friends. Should you not be valuing life, your mind
is at fault.
And what can we do if our minds do not value life? There is not much we can do when
we are not valuing life, dear hearts, for we shall not be valuing life!
Do you understand, dear heart?
Were you not valuing life, there would be little to interest you. If there is little to interest
you, you will not value life.
Around and around and around it goes, dear heart, until the inevitable downfall.
Boredom, dear heart. Yes, boredom.
Along with boredom comes negativity. Along with negativity comes apathy. With apathy
comes complacency; and on and on until death comes sweetly to end your travail.
What can we do to circumnavigate this value of boredom?
We can know the inevitable will happen, dear heart. If this does not stir you within, your
downfall will prevail.
_____
We speak openly and directly, dear hearts, for our love for you warrants that we do. We
do not want to see suicide, nor illness, nor boredom, nor want.
No, dear hearts, we want to see you energized with love, going about your daily lives
with interest and love to guide you. Indeed we do.
_____
2. Expect Surprises.
What is life without a surprise or two?
The Little One enjoys surprises. This day we
have advised her of an upcoming trip
abroad. Once we explained, the illness which
she suffers this day will be a memory only,
she was delighted with the prospect of a
holiday. Indeed, surprises are delightful. Are
they not?
Surprises come in all shapes; a laugh from a
friend, a gentle reminder of love, a gift from
one near and dear.
Yes, my friends, surprises, great and small, are delights one needs constantly to remain
interested and free from boredom.
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Do you share surprises with those you love, with those near and dear, pen pals and
workmates? Indeed, to receive surprises one firstly must surprise.
Try this today. Make a surprise a part of your day.
Do you have pets that deserve a surprise, a little extra love, a little extra joy? Indeed,
surprises come in all ranges of sizes, all ranges of guises. Remember to make surprises a
part of your day, and enjoy the rebound that will become evident in your day.
3. Joyful Beginnings.
Most do not appreciate getting up from a warm and snug bed.
"Oh, it's Monday," they proclaim. "I don't like Mondays."
Indeed, dear hearts, should you not like Mondays, Mondays will not like you.
Enjoy all days, dear ones. Do not allow the mind of negativity to direct you.
_____
There are many sayings, dear hearts; we are sure you know of them; they lurk in the
backwoods of the mind waiting to show their dishonour.
Look for them and you will find them, dear heart. They begin with a negative, and end
with a negative.
They uplift no one; especially you, dear heart.
In fact, dear heart, they are ripping the lining from your soul, dearest. Indeed they are.
Won't you find them and eliminate them from your library, indeed?
Your library ought be filled with positivity, dear friend; not sayings that hurt your very
essence indeed.
Find them and evict them, dear friend. They do not deserve to reside within.
_______________
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A Little Self Indulgence
To be sure, a little self indulgence is
necessary and warranted for the happiness
of the being to prevail. Whether it be you,
dear heart, your spouse, loved one, father,
mother, sister, brother; indeed all creatures,
great and small, need a little self
indulgence.
For want of a better metaphor, dear ones:
All things come to those who wait upon
themselves.
Yes, dear friends, we are most certainly
aware of our error of verse. However, we
shall not correct ourselves, for this
exemplifies our text precisely in the manner
we intended.
Indeed, dear ones, lavish attention upon yourself.
If it is a bath you enjoy; bathe often and well. Should you enjoy a particular meal; eat it
with gusto and pride.
Are you getting the drift, dear heart? Entertain yourself, that's right. Entertain yourself
with wild abandon.
The Little One remarks: Not too wild, else they go overboard.
Indeed, dear hearts, we do not want to see you fall overboard; you may drown in your
delirium.
No, dear hearts, do not go overboard. However, do entertain yourself with joyful events.
Too many are afraid to enjoy themselves. This is true, dear friends. Many hold the attitude
that joy is sinful; a mistake; something that one needs pay for in the end, so to speak.
Indeed, were one to go overboard, one may pay for this mistake.
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However, dear friends; the joy of which we speak are simple pleasures of life, indeed,
dear hearts. Do not falter at the upward momentum of pleasure, dear hearts. Were it not
for simple pleasure, surely you will find yourself bored. And what does boredom herald?
Indeed, dear friend; negativity and want, to be sure.
We ask that you think upon the simple pleasures of life, and allow those pleasures a little
time to play within the moments of your day. That's right. Allow the simple pleasures
reign within the moments of your day.
Do you understand what those simple pleasures are for you? Do you appreciate how
rewarding they can feel when taken within moments of your day? Do you think you
deserve to have those simple pleasures within your day, dear heart?
Should you be one of the many who baulks, dear heart; gently ease into comfort. That's
right. Allow one simple pleasure into the moments of your day, and when you feel
comfortable with this one simple pleasure, allow another and another, dear friend; until
you know you deserve simple pleasures to be a part of your day, dear friend.
Do you understand where it is we are leading? That's right, dear friend. We are hopefully
leading you to know yourself. That's right. We are hopefully leading you to a greater
awareness of the limitations you have placed upon yourself since time began, dear heart.
Indeed, we have the expectation of release, dear heart; of release from the limitations
which have surrounded you. That's right.
Once known, dear heart, your limitations can become your best friends. That's right. Your
limitations, once resolved, can become the means to a brighter, more energetic, self loving
and genuine caring of you for yourself.
Once achieved, dear heart, you will naturally, and without contrivance, offer those same
energies of love to others. Indeed, another value of providence, dear heart:
What we can do for ourselves, we can do for others.
Knowing this, my dear hearts, our hope is for you to assail the highest limitation with
gusto and brute strength; render it helpless, and, without guile nor limit, invest in
yourself the value of self adoration; self adoration that will benefit not only yourself, dear
heart, but all those who come into your presence.
No affectation required, dear heart; you will automatically, and without desire, extend
this precious commodity to all.
_______________
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What Is Mine Is Yours
There is a need to know this:
We who have nothing extend all that we have to you.
Sounds funny, dear heart, we know. Indeed, the Little One smiles inwardly as she types
the words we relay. Hers is a dutiful task of love, dear hearts, as she sits in her sick bed
typing the words which shall bring release for many, indeed.
_____
Returning to our story, dear hearts:
We who have nothing extend all that we have to you.
Indeed, you may laugh, dear ones. Laughter refreshes the soul. Indeed it does.
And what do we mean by: We who have nothing?
What is meant, dear hearts, is by way of explaining the fact of our unique mode of living.
We do not have a body, as has been written. We do not have a need for a dwelling place.
We do not need clothes, food, drink, wine. Though we enjoy the fantasy of food, drink
and clothes; we do not need them. No, we are in need of no thing. That is right, my
friends. We, souls/consciousness, are not in need of things.
What we do need, dear ones; is companionship and love. These two things are of the
greatest importance to our existence. Without these two things we die, dear heart. That is
right. Without companionship and love we die.
This is also true for the Earth fantasy. Without companionship and love you die. That is
right.
Why do we repeat ourselves, dear hearts? We repeat ourselves for the purpose of
reminding ourselves of this truth. Without companionship and love we die.
Are you willing to allow companionship into your life, dear friend?
Yes, you may have a significant other in your life, to be sure. However, my dearest; are
you allowing companionship into your life?
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And what is companionship?
Companionship is the greatest commodity known. Indeed, dear hearts. Companionship
invites all things into your life; things such as love, dearest.
Not necessarily one on one love of man for his partner. No, we do not limit
companionship within such a narrow field. No, dear hearts, this would never do. No, dear
hearts, we offer the word companionship in all its glory.
We would ask that you seek companionship, be you woman or man; a necessary
development toward perfection, dear ones, to be sure. Without companionship there can
be no learning, dear hearts.
Yes, companionship can be hard to create. This is true, dear ones. Companionship can be
fraught with difficulties. This is true, dear ones. We know from time immemorial;
companionship can be a double edged sword. And yet, to forego companionship is a
precursor to illness and death.
Alone, dear hearts, is what you will have without companionship. Aloneness can create a
harsher existence than companionship with all its trials and tribulations.
We see many choosing to be alone. Won't you allow the words to blend, dear heart; to
blend within the cavity of your chest?
Indeed, dear heart. Should it be aloneness you seek, then this is what you will have, dear
friend.
If, on the other hand, you choose companionship; there are a multitude of ways to succeed
in your quest. That is right, dear one.
Take a walk, if you are able. Call a friend.
Hail a cab. Hitch a ride. Invest in a local
community drive. Buy a pet.
There are a multitude of ways to engage in
companionship.
The opportunities, once explored, are
limitless, dear heart.

Companionship; a need without which we die.

_______________
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The Little One Realises the
Gravity of Our Task
I'm realising the seriousness of what we are
doing. I'm endeavouring to remain calm.
The Little One just spoke these words, dear
heart. Indeed, the seriousness of the work is
becoming more and more evident to her as
she types, dear friends.
Our hope is that, for you too, the
seriousness of what we are doing is
becoming more and more evident.
Indeed, the fantasies in which we love to be
offer more to us as we enter them. The seriousness of our predicament becomes more and
more evident as we become perfection.
Once attained, the seriousness of our unique mode of living does not lose, but heightens
in its importance. The more you have, the more you have to lose; as the saying goes.
Fun and laughter, joy and ecstasy are mere playthings in the hands of perfection, indeed.
And yet, dear friends, it is by climbing this ladder of happiness, so to speak, that one
attains perfection.
We cannot explain what perfection feels like, dear hearts; it is without words in language.
It is a feeling of utter calm. It behooves one to move stealthily through one’s existence in
total command of one's thoughts.
It offers no apologies for itself. It offers brilliance in its company; delight in its
knowingness; joy in its demeanour.
No, my friends; perfection is not a double edged sword. There are no pitfalls, nor
obstacles, no fear nor alarm. It is perfection, dear hearts; a state unlike any other.
Our hope is for you to appreciate the seriousness of perfecting the perfected state; as
indeed, our Little One evinces. It is then you will work toward acquiring this state of
being throughout your time of fantasy upon the Earth thought transference.
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And how shall you go about this, my friend?
We envisage many offering their fears, their limitations, their eagerness to rid themselves
of all ill, dear hearts.
The groundswell has begun. The means for perfection is apparent. The opportunity for
perfection is open to all who seek. The only constant necessary to ensure perfection is
commitment, dear hearts; commitment to work within the confines of your limitations.
Sounds funny? Indeed, dear hearts, this may sound a sour note for some; working within
one's limitations. However, dear friends, as you will discover; there are many obstacles;
many so-called limitations to be worked upon.
It is only by addressing those limitations by placing yourself within the centre of your
limitations that you will discover what they are, and how they are affecting you. As you
do so, dear hearts, you can indeed circumnavigate the many that are a constant for you,
dear heart.
Circumnavigating limitations is the best that can be achieved for, as has been written, our
nature is based upon negativity; a negativity that shall remain always, dear hearts.
Do not be afraid of this limitation. Instead be aware of this base and work around it, dear
ones. That is right. Work around it until it offers little resistance.
Indeed, a need for vigilance and calm are required if the end goal is to be achieved.
Offer yourself to the cause, dear friend. You shall benefit beyond belief; as indeed the
Little One discovers.
_______________
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Today is a New Day
Each day is a new day. Yesterday is no
longer, and tomorrow is still to come.
What do we mean by this, dear friends?
What we mean is simple, dear hearts:
It simply means to allow each day to be a
new beginning. Whatever matter of
yesterday is unfulfilled, remains a part of
that day. Do not allow your yesterdays to
interfere, dear ones, with today. That is
right, dear hearts.
We see many bringing their yesterdays into
today. That is right, dear hearts.
The aches, the pains, the torments of mind; they all hold a lodging within the thoughts of
today. Do they not? Indeed for many they do, indeed.
What we would ask, dear hearts, is for you to appreciate:
The yesterdays are gone. That is right, dear hearts. They linger only in your mind. That is
right, dear friends. They linger and cause you heartache and pain within your mind.
Indeed they do.
They also like to travel, dear heart. Did you know this? Indeed they do. They like to travel
all over you. This they do, dear heart. Indeed they do this so well; for they are experts at
such travel, dear ones. They have so many ports of call. Indeed they do.
They journey to your heart, dear one. Indeed they do. They journey to your liver. Oh yes,
they do. They journey to your back, dear heart. Indeed they do.
They also like to communicate with you. Indeed they do. And what do they
communicate? We shall tell you:
Pain, dear heart; pain and woe is what they like to communicate. They are experts at such
communication, indeed.
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And why do they communicate pain and woe? We shall tell you:
This is as it has been planned, dear heart. Another value we have placed upon the Earth
thought transference fantasy:
Indeed, pain and woe: An agreed value placed upon the Earth fantasy.
Now that you know this, dear heart, do you think you will feel differently regarding the
thoughts of yesterday? Do you think you may decide not to accept the pain and woe of
yesterday?
This is now a choice you have, dear heart. You can choose to retain the pain and woe of
yesterday, and its debilitating effects upon your mind and body. Or, dear heart; you can
consciously choose not to. It is that simple. Not easy; however, it is that simple.
A commitment is all that is required, dear one; a simple commitment of choice, indeed.
This choice will require all of your strength, dear heart, if you are to remain committed.
Indeed dear heart.
_____
We have spoken of the base nature of our beings, dear ones. This negativity will indeed
play havoc with your intentions.
If you are to succeed you will need patience with yourself, dear heart. Without patience
you will falter, and play victim to your folly.
Indeed, this is what happens to those whose commitment is shallow; for to release the
pains and woes of yesterday requires patience, commitment, and the knowledge that the
negative structure of your being will defy you. It will haunt you. It will be your constant
guide. It will whisper sweet nothings in your ear, dear heart. Its sweet nothings will
promise you; you cannot do it.
Indeed it will. It is a past master, dear heart. It has been top dog for many an era, dear
heart. It does not like to lose, dear heart. It will be a fierce competitor in the race to
perfection.
However, dear heart, know a race it is not. It is a slow walk; a rambling pace at best, dear
hearts.
Do not be discouraged by the negative promptings of your mind. Indeed not.
Expect your mind to quarrel, dear heart. Expect your mind to be fierce in competition,
dear one. Expect, and allow, dear heart, your mind to do what it does best; indeed.
It is only by acceptance of the limitation of the mind's negativity that you will succeed,
dear heart.
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Fighting a formidable foe is not suggested. Indeed not. When confronted by a formidable
foe it is often recommended to flee to the safety of bushes, dear heart. Once there you can
quietly and calmly choose your next action.
And this we suggest to you, dear brave heart, as you circumnavigate the negativity. That
is right.
Calmly and clearly see the negativity as a natural consequence of your being, and allow
yourself a deep breath as you calmly choose another action.
Were we to be asked, dear heart, we would suggest the little poem of calm, as was written
in the first of our series. We shall recite it here for the purpose of memory:

Remain Calm

Do remain calm in whatever you do
A little good can come of the energy it woos.
A little tender loving; a little bit of jest
It's amazing how it makes everything its best.

We have a little rhyme for you; we hope you listen, dear
For it shall save you from the rest; you know, grief and fear.
So know that calm will see you through in everything you do.
A blessing; not a curse, is what we give to you.

_______________
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A Blessing; Not a Curse
Some, like our dear Carolyn, will be feeling a little shaken by the words of the last chapter.
Indeed, this is true for some.
We ask that you allow the words within, dear hearts. Yes, allow the words to take root
within the mind.
However, dearest, as has been written in the little calming verse; we ask now that you
remain calm. Yes, dear hearts; this is the key, the key to all of your comings and your
goings.
Calm is indeed the greatest companion of all, dear friends. When calm, a multitude of
limitations lose their hold upon you, dear heart. Indeed they do. We want for you to be
calm in all moments of your day, dear friends; if perfection is your goal.
Indeed, calm is the first and foremost consideration by those of us who have established
perfection, dear friends.
Indeed, calm is the most magnanimous of all energy, dear hearts. Know this is true.
We would ask that you cultivate this most wondrous companion in all that you do, dear
heart.
Once achieved, a calming effect will be felt. Not only by you, dearest, as you traverse your
day; but by all you contact in your meanderings.
How is this achieved you may ask?
The Little One, Carolyn, has, over the past number of months whilst ill, utilized the little
verse of calm written in the previous chapter. To be sure, this little verse has enabled our
dear heart to accept the limitation of her illness.
Without calm, our dearest one would not be as formidable a help in the foundation of the
work we are outlining, dear friends. Indeed not.
Without calm as her constant companion, our dear heart would break the commitment
she has so willingly subscribed to.
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Indeed, without calm as her guide, our dear brave heart would crumble and fall, dear
ones.
And this we say to you:
Be as our dear brave heart and accept calm as your companion and guide.
Seek this most magnanimous energy, first and foremost, and success will also be yours,
dear friend.
As our dear Carolyn types, she evinces a smile within. She knows of that which we speak.
_____
Not an easy task, dear heart; no, not an easy task, indeed.
Many blessings to you, dear heart; many blessings to come.
_______________
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Joy, Oh Joy!
Indeed, dear hearts: Joy, oh Joy!
This energy, once known, heralds a new beginning.
And what is this new beginning?
This new beginning, dear friends, is a known quantity to those of us who know
perfection.
As spoken: Joy is one energy known to those who have achieved the perfected state; a
mere trifle along the way, dear hearts. That is right. Joy is a mere trifle in the journey to
perfection.
And what is meant by this? We shall tell you:
Joy, like many sweet energies, is a taste of perfection; just a taste, dear hearts.
As we have spoken; joy and laughter equal happiness, indeed.
Happiness is a known quantity. Many know of this energy. Most have experienced
happiness throughout their life time.
We say most, dear hearts, though fully aware there will be some reading who have not
experienced happiness at some point in their journey. To them we say:
Read on, dear hearts; happiness is only the beginning of our tale.
_____
To return, dear hearts:
Happiness, joy, laughter, pleasant days; these are mere trifles to those of us who have
achieved perfection, indeed.
It is a difficult thing indeed to explain the quantity of enjoyment, of quiet satisfaction that
comes to those journeying the route toward perfection, as the Little One can attest.
Indeed, our Little One has known great joy, great calm, great quiet of mind during the
past number of years. Indeed, to date she surpasses all her expectations, indeed.
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And this we say to you, dear heart:
Work as the Little One has worked upon herself, and you too shall experience the energies
of love from within; to be sure, dear heart.
Yes, this is certainly true for me. Especially over the past (almost) year, since the beginning of the
illness I've been suffering, I've needed to draw on all that I've learned over the past years. I've
needed to remain as calm as possible, so as to be able to get through the debilitating effects of
exhaustion.
For some months I was not able to get out of bed for the majority of the day. My partner and
daughter assisted with toilet routines, washing my hair and such. It felt quite demeaning; my
natural love for life diminished. At times I felt the pangs of wistfulness to escape the bonds of the
body. Were it not for my inner strength, I know it could have been so easy to let go of life.
Today I am recovered to the degree I can now toilet myself, and occasionally make dinner on my
own.
My partner is a wonderful cook and house cleaner. Thankfully, he took over these roles when I
couldn't. Last weekend he drove me to the beach where we lunched, and then walked the shore a few
hundred metres; the longest walk I've had in eleven months.
Throughout this time it has become evident just how important it is to remain calm. My mind
could have had a field day were it not for calm.
I'm most indebted to The C.C. They have been constant companions, as always, encouraging me to
take strength from all I know and have learned regarding loving oneself, and being kind and patient
with oneself.
I am looking forward to the day when I can rise from my bed and go about my day with a spring in
my step. Until then I shall continue being patient; caring for myself with the best foods available;
enjoying my two little dogs as they play together; love my partner's attention as he shows me great
love and affection, and in general allow this experience to unfold as it will; knowing that I have,
during this period of limitation, learned and have grown on the road toward perfection.
Indeed, dear heart, we know this is true for you. Indeed, we know of the travail which has
been a constant for you, dear heart. Not an easy undertaking, to be sure, dearest.
However, we also know that you are aware this limitation is your soul's choice, dearest.
Do we not?
Yes, this is true. I was concerned, for a time, because I know that we can cause illness for ourselves
due to certain thoughts we may have. This concerned me because I thought I had, in some way,
caused the illness myself. I was pleased to learn the illness was intended as an experience I was to
have.
Indeed, dearest; a planned illness in order for an experience to be had. Rightly so, dearest,
rightly so.
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And this we say to you, dear hearts. Your illness, though debilitating and causing some
grief, may be an experience, as is the Little One's illness, a pre-planned illness agreed
upon by your soul. Indeed, many happenings upon the Earth plane of existence are preplanned experiences.
_____
The Little One experiences exhaustion, dear hearts. We shall allow her rest and food, and
continue anon.
_____
We return, dear hearts.
The Little One has breakfasted, dressed, taken a short stroll through her backyard;
admired the vegetables growing strong and tall; sat in the delicate sunshine a few
moments; and refreshed, is now ready to recommence, indeed.
_____
Welcome back, dear heart. We would take a few moments to speak with you.
This surprises our dear heart. She thought the intention of our book was to offer guidance
to others. Far be it from her to usurp the valuable time and effort of this book upon
advising her. She blushes, dear ones.
Yes, dear heart, advice for you. We know of the travail, of the suffering of the last months;
much more than she is willing to disclose, dear friends.
Carolyn has been alone for the majority of the past eleven months, this is true. Her
partner, Keith, although devoted and loving, has other engagements to fill his day. He is,
indeed, a business man, taking care of business, so to speak.
For the vast majority of Carolyn's day, she spends within the confines of her mind.
Indeed, without the teaching of the past number of years, hers would have been an
intolerable time spent alone.
However, dear hearts, she was not alone in the sense that she has had moments of
reflection. Yes, dear ones, moments of reflection that have been her guiding light. And
what were those moments of reflection? We shall tell you:
Those moments of reflection were memories, dear ones; memories of learning. That is
right, dear heart. And what were some of those memories of learning? We shall tell you.
One moment of learning was this:
Love thyself. Yes, dear hearts. Love thyself. This she remembered. Above all else, love
thyself.
And how can one love thyself when all about is crumbling? Indeed, this is not an easy
thing to do, dear hearts. We understand. This is not an easy thing to do.
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For Carolyn it was not always easy. Her once strong body could no longer hold her
upright. Her hands trembled; as indeed to this day they do. Her skin, a prized possession,
began to look aged. Her hair, once sleek and coiffured, suffered from lack of attention.
Indeed, dear ones, all those little attentions to detail of being a woman began to slip away.
It is not easy when one sees the results of years of good living drain away. Indeed not,
dear friends.
However, we hasten to tell our dear Carolyn. Those days are passing, dear heart. Soon
you will be recovered, enjoying the benefits of your painstaking love and attention to life,
dear heart. This, indeed you will. Be of good cheer, dear heart, as you await this
happenstance. Just around the corner, dear one. Just around the corner.
And this we say to all who are suffering:
Be of good cheer. Should you be one following the advice within our pages, know your
suffering is coming to a close. That is right, dear hearts. As payment, so to speak, for your
diligence; you shall not go unrewarded. Indeed, dear hearts. You shall not go
unrewarded.
The Little One has had an upsurge of vitality at the hearing of these words. Hallelujah she
says. Hallelujah.
Yes, dear ones, there is always a payment when working for the good of all. Your
payment, dear heart, shall be recovery from illness and want. That is right. Allow yourself
the time to find the beginnings of perfection. That is; calm and companionship.
Then, my dearest ones, you will find the solution to your sorrow. Indeed a guarantee to
those Light Workers who join the battlefield, indeed.
______________
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We Who Have Nothing,
Salute You
We salute your bravery, dear hearts. It is not
an easy task to overcome the opinions of
others. Indeed not, dear hearts.
The opinions of others will almost, in every
case, be of the negative value.
Indeed, dear ones, this is true.
The opinions of others are based upon the
premise of negativity. For, dear hearts, it is
the mind that has the upper hand. That is
right.
You will discover, in your travels to
perfection, the mind of man has the upper
hand.
And what is the premise agreed upon for the mind of man? That is right, dear hearts. The
value, agreed upon for the mind of man, is built upon the value of negativity. That is so,
my dearest ones.
Know that, were you to speak of your quest to others, it shall be met with negativity.
"It can't be done," shall echo forward, indeed. "It can't be done, and won't be done in my
lifetime," shall be the words issuing forth from those whose intention it is to be of the
opposing value, indeed.
We now wish to inform you of another value of the Earth fantasy:
There are those whose purpose it is to perform one job or another. Some be accountants,
some dentists, some guardsmen, some salesmen. You get the drift, dear heart.
The same values are held for all areas of life, dear heart. For instance:
There are those who have agreed to illness; others have agreed to fame; still others have
agreed to mediocrity, etc., etc.
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This value, placed upon all things, includes those souls/consciousnesses who have agreed
upon one course or another in regard to the upliftment, or downfall, of man, indeed.
Either your soul has agreed to uplift, or downgrade the overall experience within the
Earth fantasy. This is so, my dearest ones.
Knowing this it may not surprise you to learn that you, dear heart, are more than likely
one of those souls who agreed to be a part of the new premise for the Earth fantasy.
Indeed this is so, dear heart. Should you feel the calling, dearest, know that you are one
who has agreed to work upon yourself, for the betterment of all. Indeed, dear heart.
Surprised? Some are surprised, and some are not. This is as it ought to be, dear heart.
Await this knowingness, if it is not yours at present. Give yourself some time to take
within the suggestions forthcoming, dear heart. Take your time, there is no rush. The
Earth experience shall continue without your participation, dear heart.
This may sound cruel, dearest; however, we hasten to add:
Light Workers, that is, those who work for the betterment of mankind, have the sense that
without them all shall be ruined. Indeed, this is true.
They, Light Workers, have a feeling that without their input, all may crumble and fall.
Not all Light Workers, dear hearts. No, not all Light Workers have this feeling; just the
majority, dear hearts, is all.
And why do Light Workers have this sense about them, dear ones? We shall tell you:
This is as it has been planned, dear hearts. That is right. This is as it has been planned.
Indeed, dear ones; Light Workers of the world enjoy doing good. That is right, dear ones.
Light Workers work to bring Light to bear upon those areas of darkness.
And what are those areas of darkness? We shall tell you:
That is right, dear hearts. Those areas of darkness are those places within the mind ruled
by the value of negativity, indeed.
Light Workers ache for the Light. Do they not? Light Workers abhor destruction and
want.
Indeed, dear hearts. What is meant by this is:
Light Workers find negativity crippling; much more so than those whose agreement lies
elsewhere.
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This is correct, my dear hearts. Those, whose value lies elsewhere (and not within the
values of positivity) do not feel the negative values as acutely, indeed.
You, dear heart, will feel the negative values more acutely than your brother, your sister,
who do not care to work upon themselves.
Do you understand, dear heart? Do you appreciate why it is necessary to refrain from
telling your brother, your sister, so to speak, about your dream of perfection?
______________

We have, upon our website, a reflection that speaks upon this subject. We shall
place it here for your perusal, dear heart.
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Cow Reflection
How about a life, dear one? Have you got
one? Are you doing the best with it?
These are questions which you need to
answer for yourself.
Don’t think that others know best. No,
dear heart; they do not.
You know, dear one, what is best for you.
Think. Think. Think.
What, in your heart of hearts, do you
really want?
That’s right.
What do You really want? Only You have
that answer.

(You do not need to tell me, dear friend.
No, it would be best to keep it to yourself. That’s right. Until you have it very clear within
your own mind it would be best to keep it to yourself. Yes, that’s right.
Some of us make the mistake of telling others our innermost dreams only to have them
trampled upon. Yes, this is what happens to some who share their innermost dreams.
We do not want to see this happen to you, dear friend. No, we do not want to see your
innermost dreams treated in this manner.
So we say to you, dear friend. Don't let anyone trample upon your dreams. No, never ever
allow anyone to trample upon your dreams. Keep them to yourself; that’s right. Keep
them safe within your own mind until they have been formulated and going about their
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business becoming more and more a reality. Yes, dear friend, this is how to accomplish
your innermost dream.
Now do you understand why it is that we must keep our own counsel in regard to our
dream? Yes? No? We’ll tell you:
We need to keep our own counsel, so to speak, so as not to interfere in creating those
things that we will need to create in order for our dream to become a reality. That’s right.
Were we to let others know, before our dream has taken root, there would be a difficulty
in the realisation of our dream due to the disturbance that the thoughts and opinions of
others may place upon us.
Indeed, we see this happening over and over again. Some, who do not keep their own
counsel, are led astray by those offering irrelevant information. This can send you on a
slow decline into negative thinking. This, dear friend, can be the beginning of the end for
your dream.
Think carefully before setting sail, dear friend. Think upon the manner in which you
would like for your dream to end, and then you will find how to begin.
Indeed, it may sound like the wrong way to go about creating your dream. However, we
can assure you that if you think upon the end, the beginning will become much clearer to
you.
May you have as much fun with your dream as you can.)
_______________
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Why Do We Follow The
Light?
No choice, dearest; you have no choice.
_____
This is not strictly true, dear hearts. There is always a choice. In point of fact, dear hearts,
choice is another value of the Earth fantasy. That is right, dear hearts. Without choice
there is nothing, dear ones. No, nothing.
What do we mean by this? We shall tell you:
We all have choice, dear hearts. Choice has been eternal, dear ones. Each one had choice to
guide them from the beginning to today. Choice is the mainstay of our foundation, to be
sure, dear hearts. Without choice, there is nothing. Sounds funny, dear hearts? Yes, it does
sound unusual, for some. We shall explain:
When, in the beginning, we souls/consciousnesses were searching for a manner in which
we could survive; there came the value of choice. Some chose to survive, as has been
written; and some chose not to survive. This is true, dear hearts.
Those of us who chose to survive realised the enormous value inherent within the value
of choice. Without choice, dear hearts, we would not have survived, so to speak. Indeed,
dear hearts, we learned to value the value of choice.
Do you understand, dear one? Are you beginning to understand to where we lead?
Indeed, dear heart. All is choice. Choice is all we have, so to speak. We can choose to
prevail; or we can choose not to prevail. This same value is yours whilst within the
fantasy of Earth.
Choice is always yours, dear heart. Should you choose to follow the calling agreed upon;
well done to you, dear heart.
Should you choose not to follow the calling agreed upon; this is entirely a matter of your
choosing, dear heart; a matter between you and you, indeed. We do not interfere in this
choice, dearest. You are welcome to be a part of the new beginning, should this be your
choice. Do you understand, dear heart?
There shall be those who choose not to follow this calling agreed upon for, dear ones, they
shall feel inadequate. Indeed, this shall occur for some, dear ones. Should you believe you
may fall into this category, we say to you:
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Allow time to be your guide, dear heart. You may wish to think upon this matter for some
time, for some years, before you reach your choice.
We shall still be here, dear heart; we shall not have moved away. No, dearest, ours is an
adventure that shall be ongoing for many a moon, so to speak. We shall await your
choosing, in your own time, dearest.
To those who know their calling and agree to commence now to follow their path, we say:
Welcome, dear brave heart; the adventure of your life is surely to unfold as you follow
your dream, dear one. Wait not to begin, dear heart. Read and re-read until you have the
gist of the tale.
Commence firstly with calm, dearest. Allow calm to be your watchword. Bring calm into
all your comings and your goings. Do as the Little One has done and learn the little verse:
Remain Calm.
Then, allow yourself to think upon companionship. Not the one-on-one companionship of
a loving partner. No, this is not always on the agenda, dear heart. No, think upon the
loving companionship of like minded individuals.
If this is not within your current reach; enjoy moments with others. Others such as can be
found in walks, in parks, on railways, in bus lanes. You get the drift.
Open yourself to the myriad of ways you can engage in sweet companionship. The rest
shall follow naturally, dear heart, as you open to this awareness.
We leave you for now, and wish you well upon your journey, dear heart. Know that we
are here, and await your choice.
Many Blessings, dear ones, many blessings.
The Collective Consciousness and Carolyn
_______________

(Following are a few Reflections, dear hearts; reflections to assist you upon your
travels, to be sure.)
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Fox Reflection
So much to do; so much to see; don’t stand
still.
I see all that’s about me for a metre or two,
then up I look to see what’s new.
Down again to the left; to the right; over
the fence and turn to the right.
Did I hear something? Only just you!
Somewhere up there is where I want to be. Somewhere, somewhere; even there. No there,
there, there or there.
Is this where I’m meant to be?
Nervous energy abounding at this point in time. Garner it in else it seize you with its
electricity of misfortune. You would do well to sit awhile.
Stop thinking, thinking, thinking; and allow the lighter energies to have their way with
you.
That’s right; allow the calmer energies to have their way.
When you do this you will begin to think more clearly, and with a brighter note.
(This is how we see you at this moment in time; a little scattered dear friend. Yes? Yes, this
is how we see you, and how others see you. Were it not for a moment’s reflection you
might, shall we say, take off like the wind. And we do not want to see this happen to you.
No, we would prefer to see you calm and serene, indeed.
By allowing the calmer energies to have their way you will return to a brighter note.
And, what is meant by a brighter note?
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What is meant, dear friend, is that you shall return to a state of calm, yet with a lighter
note; a lighter note that will allow you to see the situation before you more clearly.
From this lighter note you will begin to see what it is that you need to do to move, ever so
slowly, forward to your goal.
That’s right. With a calmer, lighter note you will move forward more freely, with a greater
intent toward that which lies ahead.
All of our wishes go with you, dear friend.)
_______________
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Fish Reflection
How's about going out and finding out
what's what? Why sit at home wondering,
when there’s so much to know; so much to
do.
Yes, life can be difficult at times.
However, are we going to take the bull by
the horns, or are we going to wither and
die? The choice is always ours.
(So, what’s it to be; a life of fulfilment, or a
life of hardship and want? That’s our
choice.
Yeah sure; we can’t help what our parents have done or not done. We can’t help the looks
that we were born with. We have no choice as to our financial upbringing. No, these
things are not within our control. However, when it comes to today and the choices that
we make; they are ours.
Do we want to be subject to our upbringing forever? Do we want to allow our looks to
control our destiny? Do we want to hang on to a poverty mindset? Do we want any of the
unnecessary developments of mind that have hindered our past to hinder our future?
Yes? No? The choice is ours and ours alone.
Certainly we cannot change our past. We cannot change our looks. We cannot change
anything without a great deal of thought, courage and strength to back us up.
Well, what is it to be? Remain the same, or change?
The choice is always ours.)
_______________
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Giraffe Reflection
Whoops! Got over that one.
Whoops! Got over that one too.
Whoops! Here comes another one. Guess
I’ll get over that one too.
Life has a way of handing us situations and
conditions that we feel we cannot cope
with. This is compulsory. No-one has an
easy life. No, no-one gets it easy.
It is not what comes around that bears us down; but how we deal with it.
There is a wrong way, and a right way. Know that you will find the right way to deal with
this situation, and that you too will be able to say.
“Phew; I got over that one too."
(No, life is not for the feint-hearted, that’s for sure. We all have our troubles, and yet it is
those moments in life that we can use to fortify ourselves. Indeed, with each fortification
comes greater strength to cope with future moments that require strength to get through.
Yes, my friends. Will you not join with us in garnering strength to assail those moments in
life that require it? Won’t you allow life to teach you to be strong?
If you answered yes, you will prevail for, strength upon strength is what you will have.
At the end of the road lives a life well spent.
A life fortified with inner strength.)
_______________
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About Carolyn
Born in Australia, Carolyn, the daughter of a working class couple, led a privileged life as
she bore the burden of a knowing few share.
Indeed, this was the case for her as she travelled life's pathways, meandering here and
meandering there. It wasn't until a life threatening event in her early thirties did she
recognise what many fail to recognise. Yes, dear heart, Carolyn recognised her
immortality, indeed. This advent came to her in the form of a spirit being who gave her
succour, and revealed much of the life that lay before her.
Carolyn has led a somewhat sheltered existence. We say this for, dear heart, we, those
who assist her upon her journey, have guided her as no other. The reason being, dear
ones, Carolyn's soul asked to be the precursor to the new fantasy for Earth. And what is
this new fantasy, dear heart?
The new fantasy for the Earth experience is perfection. That is right, my dear ones. The
new experience, we have in process, is for perfection upon Earth. No more the harrowing
experiences of old, dear heart. No, we are in agreement:
The new fantasy for the Earth experience is to be one of love and perfection.
Carolyn has, throughout her life, known to a degree the path pre-programmed. However,
dear ones, this is not to say her life has been an easy journey. No, indeed her journey has
been fraught with danger, lack of love, and illness.
Indeed, at this present time, Carolyn is in a state of being home bound. Indeed, dear
hearts. Carolyn is currently suffering the abuse of illness in the form of exhaustion. That is
correct, my dear ones.
Carolyn is, for the most part, bed ridden. Indeed, she types the words we relay whilst
sitting comfortably in her bed. This has been the case for the majority of the writings,
indeed. We have advised her this condition will continue for some good time to come; this
being a preordained illness which she agreed to before embarking upon this fantasy.
We would like to say, dear ones:
Should you be currently suffering illness, know that this may also be a pre-programmed
condition, dear heart; not brought about by wild living.
No, dear hearts; illness is not always as a result of self abuse.
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The Little One (Carolyn) has, at times, wondered where she may have gone wrong, so to
speak, to be stricken with her illness. We hasten to assure her that her soul's choice must
prevail, indeed.
This is not always an enjoyable experience, as are many of the experiences within the
Earth experience. However, dear hearts, do not admonish yourself for your ill at ease
condition; it may be strictly an agreement your soul has undertaken.
We shall be writing through our dear Carolyn (should she be in agreement) for some time
to come, dear ones. We have much to say, indeed. We wish to enlighten all who so choose
to read our words.
Our dear Carolyn is in thorough agreement, dear hearts. In fact, her little heart sings; as
she would comment.
The Collective Consciousness

_____
Thank You to my friends; my keyboard is
yours. Please proceed whenever you wish.
To those of you who wish to read: Enjoy the
words of our souls/consciousnesses who
prepare the way for a new beginning upon
the Earth experience. My duty and my
honour always.
Carolyn Page
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